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Software Quality Audits

Get a complete picture 
of the health and 
maintainability of your code 
and architecture and the 
quality and maturity of your 
processes

Overview
To assess the overall quality of your software, you should focus on three key areas: 
the code, the architecture, and the processes used to build them. Black Duck Software 
Quality Audits give you a complete picture of the health and maintainability of your 
code and architecture, as well as an understanding of the quality and maturity of your 
processes. 

Black Duck Software Quality Audits identify problems in architecture, code, and code 
construction techniques that can lead to quality and ROI issues. These issues drive 
concerns regarding the costs of remediating defects in the code and architecture and 
maintaining the codebase over time.

Key features
Code audit requests are typically urgent and often confidential. The Black Duck 
Audit Services team, a highly trusted supplier, offers speed of service, deep software 
development expertise, and industry-leading tools to assess the quality of a codebase 
and the processes behind it. The result is a set of comprehensive, relevant, and 
actionable reports.

To perform Software Quality Audits, we analyze the quality of the processes used 
to create the code and prepare an overall qualitative assessment of the codebase. 
We also apply various industry-standard metrics to evaluate the code quantitatively. 
Finally, we use powerful architectural analysis tools to determine the state of the overall 
architecture across technical and economic considerations.

Code Quality Audit
The Code Quality Audit combines static analysis tools and expert manual code review 
to determine code quality based on these metrics:

• Is the code built using industry best practice coding standards? 

• Is it structured in a reasonable and formal way to enable efficient ongoing 
development? 

• Does it avoid high complexity (due to poor code construction techniques) that leads 
to inefficient maintenance? 

• Is it well-documented?

Experts interpret the results and provide recommendations for addressing shortfalls in 
code quality.

https://twitter.com/SW_Integrity
https://www.facebook.com/SynopsysSoftwareIntegrity
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0I_hKR1E-Ty0roBUEQN4Ww
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/7944784/
http://www.synopsys.com/software
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Design Quality Audit
Architecture is a key aspect of overall quality because even high-quality code can pose problems in a poorly designed architecture. The 
Design Quality Audit (DQA) provides deep insights into a software system’s design or architectural health, the likely cost of ownership, 
and the resulting risk-related consequences. The DQA, powered by Silverthread, captures architectural health metrics from a codebase, 
creates visualizations, benchmarks against thousands of comparable systems, and identifies design degradation. Finally, it uses 
predictive analytics to model the economic impact of design health. 

A DQA report offers an analysis of architectural health across these key categories:

• Technical health: views on modularity, cyclicality, complexity

• Economic outcomes: cost of ownership, risk, and agility 

• Schedules: estimates of timeframes for development

• Refactoring: estimates of ROI and payback for refactoring 

Software Development Audit
The Software Development Audit offers a complete analysis of the processes and practices that compose the software development life 
cycle (SDLC). Experts conduct in-depth interviews with a small number of key personnel to gain insight into the quality and maturity of 
development practices, including coding standards, processes, and tools. From this, they provide recommendations for improving code 
quality while reducing development and maintenance costs.

The final report uses industry-standard categorizations to offer a qualitative analysis that includes:

• Software development process analysis

• Other product development and quality processes (including build and release)

• Quality assurance practices

• Technical documentation and comments

• Engineering organizational structure

Integrated end-to-end solution
When you combine Black Duck Software Quality Audits with Open Source and Application Security Audits, you benefit from a 
comprehensive integrated solution for your software due diligence needs. Whether you need an internal assessment or support for an 
M&A transaction, we can give you a complete picture of the integrity of your code assets.

The Synopsys difference
Synopsys helps development teams build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks while maximizing speed and productivity. 
Synopsys, a recognized leader in application security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and dynamic analysis 
solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary code, open source components, and 
application behavior. 

For more information about the Synopsys 
Software Integrity Group, visit us online at  
www.synopsys.com/software.
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